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Abstract:
In this paper, we have presented an algorithm, based on genetics and re-clustering,
to reduce energy consumption in Wireless Sensor Networks. Algorithm CRCWSN
could be best used by selected chromosomes in different states. In this algorithm,
a new technique of selecting cluster head(CH) has been initially used by genetic
algorithm. These CHs have been used individually in each round to transmit data. In
this research, considering distance and energy parameters, we have created a target
function having more optimum conditions, compared to previous techniques. The
created target function has been evaluated by input chromosome, and the combination
of chromosomes has been done by a new technique having more efficiency compared
to previous similar techniques. Consequently, the timing of generation repeat is based
on local distribution in chromosomes, and their using in sending data from source to
destination that decrease generations’ repeat, compared to previous methods .Results
by simulation show that, at the end of each round, the number of alive nodes in
the suggested algorithm increases, compared to previous methods, which increases
network’s lifetime.
Keywords: Genetic algorithm, wireless sensor network (WSN), routing, reduce

energy consumption, re-clustering.

1 Introduction

Recently, Wireless Sensor Networks have widely been considered[1].These networks include
some nodes receiving environment data and then sending them to a Base Station(BS)[2,3].Generally,
in these kinds of networks, nodes have batteries of limited energy which guarantee network’s life-
time[1,2,3,4]. The most important problem in wireless sensor networks is to create effective
routing protocols in order to decrease energy consumption and increase network’s lifetime[2,4,5].
So many methods, having advantages and limitations have been presented , to find the best
route and transmit data to BS. One of the most effective ways of finding optimum route and
data transmission from common nodes to BS, is using Genetic Algorithm(GA)[2,6]. An impor-
tant advantage of routing by using GA, is a multi- purpose search rather than a point to point
search, which leads to using all points in all processes of running GA. This causes non-optimum
points in previous stages, to be attended in next stages[2]. To solve the problems, GA uses a
group of chromosomes related to one population. In each running of GA, current chromosomes
take a genetic operation for next generation to be appeared. This operation includes selection,
composition and mutation[2,3,5]. Optimum route is created by GA, after running several gener-
ations. In this research, we try to present a genetic and re-clustering based routing algorithm to
reduce energy consumption of sensor network. Routine is comparing to previous methods.

2 Related Works

One of the most important re-clustering algorithms is LEACH which is based on some
rounds[2,3,5]. Each round includes two phases; setup and steady. In setup phase, clusters are
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formed and common nodes and CHs are determined and in steady phase, data are transmitted
from common node to CH and from CH to BS. In LEACH algorithm; in each round, each node
can be a CH or a common node. Whether a node can be a CH or not depends on the following
threshold[2,7,8,9]:

T (n) =

{ p

1−p∗(r mod 1
p
)
if n ∈ G,

0 otherwise
(1)

in which :
P: CH decision percentage( percentage of being CH, for example p=0.05.);
R: current round;
G: a set of rounds not being CH in 1/p of current round;
Another routing way by GA, is the algorithm presented by Annie S.Wu,Ming Zhou, Shiyuan

Jin[10].
In this algorithm, selecting and clustering nodes is done by GA. Of other methods of routing

by GA, we can refer to the RGWSN algorithm [2]. In this algorithm, clustering and selection of
optimum CHs are done by GA. Another genetic- based method, presented by Jianming Zhang,
Yaping Lin, Cuihong Zhou, Jingcheng Ouyang could reduce energy consumption of sensor net-
works by considering distance and energy parameters[11].

2.1 Genetic Algorithm

GA is a method, based on natural inspiration, which numerically does direct and random
search. Finding an optimum solution is based on repeat and differs from other search methods
in applying natural selection[2]. GA includes bit strands named chromosomes, each bit of which
is called a gene. Chromosomes, represent the entire set of variables and GA, in each repeat,
will use non-optimum points of previous repeat[2,12]. One important advantage of GA , in
comparison with other searching methods, is multi-point selection rather than one-point selection,
in searching space. So GA, in searching and finding an optimum solution, is less likely to converge
into a local maximum. GA includes some stages. Each stage in GA is called a generation and
a series of solutions is called a population[2,5,9]. GA initiates with initial population and after
operations of genetic operators including selection, composition and mutation, a new population
is created. The creation of new population is done by fitness function , i.e. after applying fitness
function on created population , by termination of each generation, a new population is created.
The processes are running through different generations to find optimum solution. Generally,
GA includes the following stages[2,6,12]:

1. Selection: in this stage, two chromosomes having higher fitness, are selected as parent.
2. crossover: in this stage, two parents selected in the previous stage, are composed and

new children are created.
3. Mutation: In this stage, the child having mutation conditions, mutates. After this stage,

children are decoded and compared to fitness function. If, by regarding fitness function, condi-
tions are not optimum, new children will be used in initial population and algorithm proceeds.
In this stage, generated chromosomes are treated as initial population and answers of low fitness
are omitted, and algorithm proceeds by n chromosomes.

Under following conditions GA can come to an end[2,6]:
1. The best degree of fitness for children is achieved.
2. No improvement achieved by running the algorithm during several generations.
3. Mean value of fitness function reaches a fixed measure as per several repeats(e.g. during

50 generations).
4. The number of generations reaches a fixed value after several repeats.
5. A combination of the above- mentioned items occurs.
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2.2 Network Model

All sensor nodes and BS are motionless and after establishment can not be added or omitted.
Also the base energy of nodes differs and sensor nodes are informed of situation , i.e. they need
hardware ,s such as GPS to do this.

2.3 Radio Model

Sensors, when receiving data or transmitting data, consume energy[7,13]. Standard radio
model used in WSN, uses free space and multi-pass fading models depending on the distance
between sender and receiver . This distance is the shortest crossover distance dcrossover[7,9].
Transmit power equals[14]:

pr(d) =
ptGtGrλ

2

(4πd)2
(2)

In which:
pt: transmit power;
Gt: gain of transmit antenna;
λ: wave length of carrier signal (in meter).
When receiver distance is longer than dcrossover, transmit power equals[7,9]:

pr(d) =
ptGtGrh

2
th

2
r

(d)4
(3)

ht: height of sender antenna (in meter).
hr: height of receiver antenna (in meter).
To transmit an n-bits message in d meter distance, radio energy consumption equals[7,9]:

ETX(n, d) = n(Eelect+ ∈fs d
2) d < dcrossover

ETX(n, d) = n(Eelect+ ∈mp d
4) d ≥ dcrossover

(4)

To receive n-bits message radio energy equals[9]:

Erx(n) = nEelect (5)

∈fsand ∈mp are parameters depending on sensitivity(intelligence)of receiver and noise shape
and Eelectis an electric energy depending on some factors as digital code, modulation, filtering[9].

3 The New Presented Algorithm CRCWSN

The new proposed algorithm includes some rounds each of which has two setup and steady
phases. Clustering is formed in setup phase and data transmission is in steady phase. Setup
phase initiates with an initial message from BS, including the nodes’ position and initial energy,
and after running GA, some generations having lower fitness than other generations , are selected
(optimum generations), and common nodes and CHs are selected from available nodes in selected
generations. (For example, if GA stops after running 50 generations, the 5 generations having
lower fitness than other generations are selected). In the proposed method, a binary coding
system has been used and we suppose 0 bits representing common nodes and 1 bits representing
CHs. After selection of common nodes and CHs, data are transmitted in steady phase. The rou-
tine in setup phase is as follows: the distributive environment of nodes is divided into separated
areas called grid. Then some nodes, likely to be optimum CH, from each grid are selected. The
way of selecting nodes of each grid is based on the distance from gravity center of nodes of each
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grid, and the initial energy thereof, i.e. the nodes having more initial energy and short distance
to gravity center are better selected.

Then the nodes selected as chromosomes ’bits are attended in GA. For example, if the en-
vironment is divided into 10 grids and 4 nodes from each grid are selected, the chromosomes
attended in GA will have 40 bits(0,1). Routine in GA is as follows: Firstly, from initial chromo-
some which is initial population, some random populations are created and then randomly by
using genetic operators of selection , composition and mutation, new children are created binarily
from created populations. For example, if we create 50 new populations from initial populations,
we will have 100 new children after applying genetic operators. After creating children, we apply
fitness function on new population to select some populations(for example 5 populations) having
lower fitness , as optimum generations. This trend will be proceeded for several generations until
GA stops. (when GA reaches a fixed number of generations). For proposed methods, fitness
function equals mean energy consumed by entire network in each population. Fitness function
is calculated , regarding Heinzelman model. Heinzelman has stated, in a model, that each node,
to transmit L bits of data in d distance from itself, consumes Etenergy.

Et = LEelect + L ∈fs d
2 d < d0

Et = LEelect + L ∈mp d
4 d ≥ d0

(6)

In which:
d0: the shortest crossover distance.
Eelect: energy required to activate electronic circuits.
∈mp, ∈fs: parameters related to receiver’s sensitivity and noise shape.
Also the energy to receive L bits of data equals:

Er = LEelect (7)

In the proposed algorithm and setup phase, we compute fitness value for the bits in final selection,
and suppose that 0 bits representing common nodes and 1 bits representing CHs. The total
consumed energy of network equals:

E = E1 + E2 + E3 + E4 (8)

In which:
E1: energy necessary to send from common node to CH;
E2: Energy necessary to receive CH data from common nodes;
E3: Aggregation energy in CH;
E4: Energy necessary to send from CH to BS.
Which we have: 

E1 = LEelect + L ∈fs d
2
distoch ddistoch < d0

oR

E1 = LEelect + L ∈mp d
4
distoch ddistoch ≥ d0

(9)

In which:
ddistoch: distance from common node to CH;
L: number of bits.

E2 = LEelect ×N_Common (10)

N_Common: common node number

E3 = LEag ×N_ch (11)
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Eag: aggregation energy in CH
N_ch: CHs number (bits 1)

E4 = LEelect + L ∈fs d
2
distoBs ddistoBs < d0

oR

E4 = LEelect + L ∈mp d
4
distoBs ddistoBs ≥ d0

(12)

ddistoBS : distance from CH to BS.
In setup phase, after applying fitness function on final populations(population of selected

optimum generations) and specifying common nodes and CHs,E1for common nodes(0 bits) and
E2,E3, E4for 1 bits, are calculated. Finally in steady phase nodes’ energy is reduced, based on
transmissions. For example if we want to run algorithm in 1000 rounds and 5 optimum popula-
tions (population resulted by 5 optimum populations)are selected in setup phase, second round
with second population, third round with third population, fourth round with fourth population,
and fifth round with fifth population, is run. Similarly, the sixth round with first population
and the seventh round with second population is run. Code I shows the proposed method. Also
Chart 1 shows flowchart of the proposed algorithm.

Code I. Proposed method:

1. state = normal

2. Grid

3. Node Selection of each grid

4. create initial population

5. create a random population of initial population

6. Running GA

7. Selection 5 optimum selected generation

8. Running steady phase

9. if round = 0 go to 10 else go to 6

10. END.

4 Simulation

The proposed algorithm analysis has been done by MATLAB software. In this analysis, some
indices as alive nodes at the end of each round, number of grids, number of selected nodes in
each grid are considered to compose initial population. Also initial nodes’ energy, are random
measures between 0.3 to 0.5.

Other parameters used in simulation are as follow: 1. nodes are randomly placed in a square
–shaped environment; 2. BS position is variable; 3. Eelect: 50nj/bit; 4. ∈fs: 10pj/bit/m2; 5.
∈mp: 0.0013pj/bit/m4; 6. Eag: 5nj/bit/signal;

7.d0 =

√
∈fs

∈mp
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed algorithm

Figure 2: Total number of alive nodes in the RGWSN, LEACH,GSAGA,RCSDN,RGWSN

The proposed method has been compared to LEACH, RCSDN, GSAGA , and RGWSN
methods. Figure 1 shows the number of alive nodes at the end of 1400 rounds and figure 2 shows
fitness function for population of 5 optimum selected generation. Table 1 shows simulation
parameters.

Total number of cluster in different round in LEACH.
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Figure 3: The energy consumed by entire network for 5 optimum selected generation

Figure 4: Total number of cluster in different round in LEACH

Figure 5: Total number of cluster in different round in CRCWSN
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TABLE I.Simulation Parameters
Value Parameter
100*100 m Network size
50,50 m Base station lo-

cation
rand [0.3,0.5] J Initial energy for

node
50nJ/bit Eelec

10pj/bit/ m2 εfs
0.0013pj/bit/m4 εmp

5nj/bit/signal Data aggrega-
tion energy

100 Nodes number
6 Grids Number
5 Nodes number of

each grid
87m d0

1. The energy consumed by entire network for 5 optimum selected generation.

As shown by diagrams, after running 1400 rounds, the alive nodes in the proposed algorithm
are more than those in LEACH, RCSDN,GSAGA, and RGWSN methods. So the network’s
lifetime increases. In this method, we also compare the number of clusters in various rounds, to
LEACH methods. Figures 3,4 show the number of clusters in LEACH and proposed methods.

Total number of cluster in different round in CRCWSN.
As shown by diagrams, in the proposed method, clusters formation in different rounds is

more balanced than in the LEACH method.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a new method of clustering to transmit data from common
nodes to CH and from CH to BS in sensor networks. Selection of optimum cluster play an
effective role in increasing sensor network’s lifetime. We show, by multi simulations, that the
proposed algorithm differs from other proposed algorithm in reducing energy consumption and
can significantly increase network’s lifetime compared to similar previous methods.
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